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ABSTRACT
;

A screening element 1 Q for screening particulate materials such as

mineral ores of allotypes, shapes aijid densities, as Well as difficult to screen cloggy

and slabby materials. The screening element 10 has. a screening surface 12

formed by a plurality of elongate jzig-zagged
:

shaped ribs 14. The ribs 14 are

resiliency deformable arid extend within the periphery of the element 10 in a

chevron pattern across the element 10. The ribs 14 are spaced from each other

to define between them rows of square screening apertures 22. The screening

apertures 22 have sides 22.1 which are orientated transversely at 90° to an axis

10.1 of the screening element 10; land sides 22v2;which are substantially aligned

with the axis 10.1. The element 10 is divided into two rectangularly shaped

portions 16 f 18 by a centrally disposed straight rib 20. The ribs 14 extend, in the

portion 1 6, at an angleA of approximately 31 5? to the axjs 10.1; and in the portion

1 8, at an angle B of approximately 45° to the axis 10. 1

.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

THIS INVENTION relates to a screening arrangement; The invention

relates in particular taa screening arrangement for screening particulate materials such

as mineral ores of all types and shapes arid densities,, as well as difficult to screen

5 cloggy and slabby materials. More particularly, the invention relates to screening

elements and to screen decks, ;

The Applicant is awafe of screen decks which are of stretchable mats or

of a modular configuration comprising a plurality of panels whibh are releasably

secured in a side-by-side relatipnship.on a support frame. ,When certain types of ore

0. are screened, it.sometimes happens-that the apertures in the screen deck become

blocked and the deck and the screen deck, or portions of the screen deck, then become

blinded or clogged- This leads to screening inefficiency..
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The Applicant is further aware of its own screening arrangement and

screening elements as described arid claimed.in South African patent no. 88/8946 and

its corresponding foreign.patents. These screening elements are predominantly of a

synthetic plastics material and have a screening surface formed by a
.
plurality of ribs

extending within the surround across the element, the ribs each being^of a zig-zag

configuration and being spaced, frdm each other to define between them screening

apertures, the ribs being resijiently defbrmable. The ribs are so positioned and spaced

from each other that rows of apertures spaced from each other are defined between the

ribs. In use, when screening elements of this kind are located in position in a screening

arrangement, the ribs are orientated generally axially along the screening arrangement.

Since the ribs are of zig-zag configuration, this results in screening apertures having

sides which whilst being orientated at an angle of approximately 45 ? to the axis of the

screening element, are hot substantially transverse thereto..

Material to be screened
^

(generally flows axially along - the screening

arrangement and is thus funnelled by these sides of the screening aperture? and into

the screening apertures, thereby assisting in forcing the material to drop into the

apertures. .

. : A .disadvantage of this;type of ^preening element is that, whilst the sides

of the screening apertures funhe|| the . material to be screened, their efficacy, in

screening the materials reduced by their orientation at an angle of approximately 45°

to the axis of the screening element
'
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It is an qbjedt of the invention to provide a screening arrangement which

overcomes or alleviates the aboye^entioned problem.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

According to one aspject of the invention there is provided a screening

element which has ^screening surface formed by a plurality of elongate ribs extending

within the periphery across the element,; the ribs either alternately changing direction

or varying in width along their lengih
;
and being resiliently deformable, the ribs being

so orientatedI and spaced from eacti other to define between them rows of screening

apertures, such that ithe scr^enin^ apertures have at least some sides which are

orientated substantially transversely to the axis of the screening, elements;

Said sid'es of the screening Apertures may be orientated at ah angle of

from 65° to 125°, or from 245° to 3;Q5Vto the axis of the screening element

The ribs may. atterjhately change direction by being of zig-zag

* '•' *
• .

configuration.

The zigzag configurajtion ofthe ribs may be angular so that substa ntially

rectangular-shaped apertures are defined between the ribs, with opposed sides of the

apertures being formed by edges of the ribs:
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A pair of opposed sides"of each screening aperture may be disposed

substantially transversely, to the axfe of the screening element;

Preferably, the apertures are square.

The ribs may ettend across the screening surface at an angle offrom 10°

to 80 ° or from 280 ? to 350 0
to the axis of the screening element.

Opposed portions of adjacent ribs may be alternately spaced at different

: distances from eaph pther, to thereby define between them the screening apertures.

The screening element may include a centrally disposed, straight rib

extending between axially opposed [sides ofthe element; laterally opposed sides of the

element interconnected and held in ilaterally spaced relationship by the axiafly opposed

sides of the element; such that the eJement is divided into two rectangularly shaped

portions, the ribs extending in a chevrdn^ike fashion within the periphery of the

element, one half ofthe chevron expending across each said portion and ending in the.

straight rib.

In thi$ case, the ribs forming one: half of the chevron may extend across

the screening surface- at an angle of from 10?.to 60*; and thQ ribaforrning the other half

of the chevron may extend acrpss the screening. surface at an angle of from 280°. to

350°, to the axis of the screening .element. '•*.
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Theaxially opposed sides of the element and the laterally opposed sides

of the element miy form the periphery ofthe element, withthe apertures on each row

of screening aperture? adjacent thei periphery of the screening element being open on

one side, and apertures in each rqwOinwardly of these apertures being open on two

5 sides. Bridging ribs! may intereonhectad^ predetermined locations,

in which case the apertures oni oppbsed sides of the bridging ribs will be open on one

side.

The screening element may be a panel having securing means adapted

to. secure the panel releasably in a| side-by-side relationship with, similar panels on ai

1 0 screen deck, the screening surface being located within the periphery of the panel, and

the ribs extending within the periphery across the panel as^ d

..''*.'

The panel and the rips and the securing means may be of the same

material and may be unitary and in jone piece.

The Securing means on the screening panel may comprise a plurality of

15 deforrhable spigoMike protrusions Spaced from each other along the periphe^ of the

panel 7

. The protrusions may. be adapted; to. fit in pairs .with the protrusions of an

adjacent similar pahef in complementary spaced apertures in a support structure of a

screen deck.
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The protrusions may be half-tubular so thatwhen

fitted in pairs in the apertures of.the support structure, the protrusions form tubular,

bores into which securing pins may be fitted to spread the protrusions. to engage the

support structure.
j

5 lnstead f:the protrusions may be solid. ...

The screening panel jmay b
t
e reinforced, e.g. by steel reinforcing bars

embedded in the qlerhent, in particular in the laterally opposed and axially opposed

sides of the panel, and in the straight rib.

Each rib may taper irj the d^^

10 screening surface to thereby defmeiiscreening apertures which diverge in thedirection

of flow of materiaf through the apertures.

The screening element may be moulded, e.g. by injection moulding, or

pressure moulding, ofsynthetic
^
pta^ics-material which may be polyurethane or rubber,

*

The invention extends|to a screen deck including a support structure and

1 5 one or more screening elements In accordance with the invention, arranged on the

support structure.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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The invention is now described with, reference to the accompanying
.

drawings, in which' .
;

";"*..

Figure 1 shovys a plan vievy of a screening element in accordance with th .

invention;
;

j . ;
;

5 Figure 2 shpws a side view of the screening element of Figure i
;

Figure 3 shows a fragmentary plan view of a screen deck comprising one

screening element as in Figure 1, in position on a support frame;
j

Figure 4 shows a fragmentalry plan view of a screen deck similar to that shown

in Figure 3, but with three screening elements of Figure 1, in position on £ support

10 frame;

Figure 5 shows a side view of the screen deck shown in Figure 4;
:

Figure 6 shows, on ah enlarged scale, a fragmentary section along line VI-VI in

; Figure 4;
' "

{

Figure 7 shows an underplan view of the screening element of Figure 1 ; ,
[.

15. Figure 8 shows a pian view of another screening element in a

invention. •

•

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS \

Referring to Figures 1,2;and 7 of the drawings, reference numeral 10 ..

indicates in general a screening element in the form of a panel which is of a hard- .

20 wearing synthetic plastics material, e.g. poiyurethane or rubber, having a Shore t

hardness of 40 - 90, depending on the type of particulate material to be screened. The !.

• *

*
.

j

' • . .
»..****'{

;
panel has a screening surface 12 formed by a plurality of zig-zag-shaped ribs 14. The ,

j..
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. panel TO has axiaHy opposed sides 11 and 1 3 and laterally opposed sides .1 5 and 17

which are interconnected by the axiaily opposed sides 11,13, the sides 1 1, 13, 15 and

1 7 forming the periphery of the panel 10. The panel 10 is divided into two rectangularly

shaped portions 16 and 18 by axehtrally^disposed, straight rib 2Q extending between.

. the axiaHy opposed sides 11 and 13 of the panel 10. The panel 10 .has an axis 10.1.

The zig-zag-shaped, nbs 14 are resiliently deformable and extend in a

chevron pattern across the. screening surface 12 within the periphery of the. panel 10,

one half of the chevron extending across each portion 16,1 8 and ending in the straight

rib 20. The ribs 14 extend, in the portion 16, at an angle A qf approximately 3 15
6
to the

axis 10.1; and in the portion 18,; atjan angle B of approximately .45° to the axis 10.1.

The Applicant believes that this oHentation of the ribs 1.4 allows for their point of

attachment 1 4.2 to the sides of the panel: 1 0 to be wider and the connection of the ribs

14 to the periphery, of-the panel stronger, and: less vulnerable to wear in use, leading,

to an increase in the useful life of the panel 1 0 of the invention. The ribs 14 ar6 of the

same, synthetic plastic^ .material as;the sides 11 , 1 3, 1 5 and 1 7, arid are unitary with

the sides. The ribs; 14 are spaced from each other and their zig-zag configuration is

such that they defrne between themi?quare apertures 22. The screening apertures 22

have sides 22:1 which are orientated transversely at 90°,..to the axis 10.1 of the

screening panel 10; arid sides. 22.2;which are substantially aligned with the axis 10.1

.

of the panel;

The apertures 22 are open-ended along one .or two sides.deperiding on

whether they are adjacent the periphery .of the panel 10, are adjacent one another but
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divided by bridging pieces 24* pr are iriterrnedjate arid inwardly from the periphery of

the panel 10 or end in the centrally disposed straight rib 20. The zig-zag ribs 14 are

.

flexible and are resiliency defprmable and are more flexible, than the sides 11, 13, 15

and 17 of the panel 10, and also..more flexible than the centrally disposed straight rib

20. The bridging pieces 24 have the effect of stabilizing the apertures 22 and providing

a relatively consistent aperture configuration across the screening surface 12.

The screening panel 1 0 is reinforced by means of steet reinforcing bars

26 which are embedded within the.sides 11, 13, 15, 17 and the straight rib 20 of the

panel 10.

Refemhg further to figures 1 and 2, the screening panel 10 has a

plurality of protrusions 28 provided along the entire periphery of panel 10 as shown, or

alternatively the protrusions 28 may be provided:along only part of the periphery of th

e

panel 10. The protrusions 28 are spigot-liKe of tapering configurations, and are half

tubular so that when such protrusions are fitted in pairs in apertures 30 of a support

frame 32 as shown in Figures 3 tp fe Of the drawings, the protrusions 28 form tubular

bores 29 into which securing pins 31 may be fitted to spread the protrusions to engage

the support frame 32.
;

Thus;, the protrusions 28 are of the same material as the panel

10, and are integral with the panel and are resiliently defprmable to permit the pins 31

to spread them arid, also when the pins are removed to allow the protrusions to return

to their original position so as tppermit the panels 1 0 to be removed fr-orn the apertures

30 in the support frame 32, as shown in Figure 6,
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Referring to Figure i, there is shown, a screen deck 34 comprising a

support frame 32, with a screening panel 10. of Figure 1. positioned thereon. The

support frame 32 is a lattice-work of steel sections of L- or U- crossrsection... A. plurality

of. apertures 30 are
i
provided in the support frame 32, the spacing* between the

5 apertures 30 corresponding to the spacing of the protrusions 28 of the panel 10 from

each other, the protrusions 28 being shown in Figure 2, the panel 10 js fitted onto the

support frame 34 by inserting the pfptrusions 28 into the apertures 30 and then forcing

pins 31 ,
e.g ; by hammering, them irito the bore 29 formed by mating protrusions, such

that the protrusions 28 spread and fix the panels 10 onto the support. frame 32:

10 Fjgufes4 and 5 show|a ;screen deck 34 similar to t^

except that three screening panels 1 0 are fitted adjacent each other in a side-by-side

abutting relationship on
:

the suppprt frame
:
34. the protrusions 28 on adjacent

screening panels 10 are fitted In pafcs into this apertures 30 of the support frame 32 as

shown in Figure 6. -As shown, the protrusions 28 are spread- by means of the pins 3

1

15 when the panels are fitted onto the Screen deck 34, and can be retracted by removing

the pins 31 when a\\ panels 10 are to be removed from the d^eck 34.

The entire, screening panel 10, including the.sides 1 1 , 13, 15 and 17, the

ribs 14 and the.straight rib 20;antfth^ protrusions 28 are formed in one piece by means

of injection moulding from a suitably rubber.

20 Referring to Figure B of the. drawings, a. further panel, generally

designated by reference numeral: 100, according to the. invention, is shown. The same
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or similar features referred to in. Figures 1 to 7 are denoted by the same reference

numerals increased by 100. The ribs 114 extend, in the portion .116, at an angle A, of

approximately 305° to the axis 1 10.1 of the panel 110; and in the portion 1 18, at an

angle B, of approximately 55° to the axis 110.1. In the portion 1 18 of the panel 100,

5 the sides 122.1 of the screening; apertures 122 are orientated at an angle C„ of

approximately 105° to the axis 110ji of the panel, and are thus substantially transverse

to the axis 110.1 of the panel 100; 'and the sides 122.2 of the apertures are orientated

at .an .angle D, of approximately il 5° to the axis 110.1 of the panel, and are thus

substantially in alignment with the axis 1 10. 1 of the panel 100. Similarly, in the portion

10 116 of the panel 1 00, the sides 1 2l2.1 of the apertures are orientated at an angle C^,

: of approximately 255° to the axis 100.1 of the panel; and the sides 122.2 of the

apertures are orientated at an angle Dj of approximately 345° to the axis 100.1 of the

panel 100. The panel 100 ddes nbl have bridging portions 24 as does the panel 10 of

Figures 1 to 7, interconnecting the ribs 114. This renders the ribs 1 14 of the panel 100

15 relatively more flexible than in the ease of the panel 10.of Figures 1 to 7, thereby

enhancing the screening and de-blinding capabilities of the panel 1 00.

The Applicant also i believes that the invention allows for various

combinations of the angle of orientation of the ribs 14, and the angle of orientation of

the sides 22.1 and 22.2 of the apeirtures 22, relative to the axis 10.1 of the panel 10.

20 . Thus, the configuration of the ribs and apertures and the resulting chevron pattern

across the panel can.be chosen, within the parameters setbut above, to accommodate

various different types of ores; which are difficult to. screen and/or which have. a.
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tendency to clog up a screen. Th)s in turn allows for the. maximisation in screening

efficiency of a papet^

Referring further to Figure 1 , it will be noticed that the zig-zag ribs; 14, at

their closest, are spaced a distance 36 from each other. This ensures that the ribs 14,

when the panel is notin use, do not abut each other. This : permits the -ribs: 14 to
s
yibrate

independently of each other when the panels 10 are vibrated on .the support frame 32

during a screening operation. It further permits the ribs 14 to be deformed in a lateral

direction so that thereby the apertures 22, defined between them can be enlarged. The

effect ofthese features is that whehj the material is screened and the material becomes

stuck in the apertures 22 betwreen the ribs 14, the ribs can flex independentlyof each

other during the vibration to ^idi ^er panels on the screen deck are subjected during

the screening operation, and thereby blocking the apertures 22 can be

dislodged and pass through the screen.

This Allows for screening of particles to Within ah acceptable range of

sizes for a longer period, depending on the coarseness of the particles desired. The

screening panels of the invention! are particularly effective also, and a substantial

improvement over the known panels; in cases where the material to be screened

includes unwanted: angular.br slab shaped particles, eg in the case of iron ore or.coal;

These angular or.sljab shaped; particles tend to become lodged in the spaces 36

between adjacent ribs 14, thereby blocking the screening surface and deflecting

follpwihg particles ^moving across.the. screen. . The capability of the ribs 14 to. flex

independently of. each other as
. a! result of the vibration to which the panejs are
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subjected during sfcreening,^^

the screen: In this manner, the Blinding of the. screening panels .10 is avoided, pr

blinding is alleviated.

. In addition, a further jadvantage of the panel 10 in accordance with/the

5 invention is that the screening Apertures 22 have sides 22.1 which are either

substantially transverselyd^
aligned with the axis 10.1. Thus, material to be screened which may be flowing in the.

direcfion of arrow40 axially along thje panel 10 will encounter the transversely disposed

sides 22. 1 and be fbrped to drop into the apieiiures 22, thereby

1 0 and effective screening of the material, as well as reduced incidence of blinding, than

with other screening [panels known to the applicant. "Similarly, where matter to be

screened flows across the panel in the directipn of arrow 42, it will encountersides 22.2

which are substantially aligned with the axis pf the panel and thus disposed

substantially transversely to the directipn offlow 42 of the^ particulate material, and the

15 effect on the screening will be the s£me as described above in relation to matter which

flows axially along Simultaneously, and as

described sbove, th$re is a reduced tendency of the psneis towards dogging or

blinding; •/ '

!

'••'•

Also,: the. orientation. of some of the sides 22.1 of the apertures 22 :

20 . substantially transversely to the axis 1 0:1 , .as opposed to being. at 45° to the axis as is

the case with the screening panel ojF the applicant's South African patent no. 88/8946,

;

means that-the funnelling effect of/ihe lattehpariel is reduced, if not eliminated, in the ,

.
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panel of the present invention. The Applicant believes: that this in turn reduces the:

incidence of slabby material bediming lodged in ,the spaces 36 between the ribs 14,

which reduces the degradation of the SCT^ened material.

A yet further advantage of a screening panel accordlngto the Invention

5 is that, by virtueofthe ribs 14 ektendihg across the screening surface at the angles

referred to above, the ribs are -longerthan they would have been had they extended at

90 ° to the axis 10.1 across the ^anel. Thereby the ; ribs are "rendered relatively more

flexible and their^screening and dfe^H^ enhanced. A further effect and

advantage of the zig-zag shaped ribs 14, is that the apertures defined between them

1 0 are mostly continuous in thatthe c|ne aperture runsinto the adjacent one, exceptwhere

apertures are divided by the bringing pieces 24. The overall effect of this is that a

larger open or apertured area is provided in the screening surfaces of the screening

panels 1 0, and tbis further assists in the screening efficiency of the screening panels

in accordance with the Invention, t^hgqp odyontagoG opply to d ooroqnjng panel of the •

15 'Invention having ribs44 ofr^^ 0 to 1 4 of the
;

• drawingo i
and in which tho diotancoc botwpen oppoood pbrtiono pfr adjoeonb ribo toy

pub^nttgUy concrtant i thuc forming a cJottojj<>Gr«>oning .^L>rfaGey

A further advantage of the pane! 1

configuration shown in Figures 1 jand 8 of the drawings is that, whilst the ribs 14 are

20 . thereby rendered more flexibly aifid their de^blinding capabilities enhanced, the sides

22, 1 , 22.2 of the apertures remain substantially transverse to. or in alignment with, the

axis of the panel 10.1 respectively. This jn turn presents ridges across the flow

2"d frSS'OW 3Jydb « SWbdb 80:0T 2002 - NTIf '92
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material over the panel, as des^

the screening, efficiency of th^ pgn^l. As ppposed to this, the known panel described;

in the Applicant's South African R&tent No: 88/8946 has ribs which extend longitudinally

along the axis ofjthe panel, and the Apertures defined by. the ribs have sides which are

5 orientated at 45'° to the axis of; the panel. As a result, a substantially continuous

screening aperture is deferred between adjacent ribs, which extends alqng.the direction

. of flow of material to be screened alon&the panel; This results in a reduced screening

efficiency of the iknown panel wheni compared . to. the panel of the invention, which

present screening apertures whi^h are substantially transverse to the flow of material

1 0 over the panel, whilst simultaneously retaining the de-blinding properties associated

with the flexible zig-zag shaped ribs.

Referring further to Figured above, material to be

screened may travel across the screening surfape 1 2, either in the direction of arrow

40 axially along the panel, or in thfe direction of arrow42^
transversely across the panel,

15 the material will depress a rib l4;pver which it passes, before the material reaches an

adjacent rib 14. By thus depressing Ihe phe rib 14 relative to the other, there is a slight

' difference in level between the ribjs. The effect of thisjs thai

the following or subsequent rib, which is at a slightly higher level, and the edges of

which define the sides 22.1 of the. screening apertures 22, the rib 14 presents a slight

20 ridge against which the-materialman particularly in view ofthe orientation,

of the sides 22.1 either*1vansvers4ly.fo- :Ae.9^s 10.1 of the panel in alignment with the.

axis of the panel,.assists.in forcing the; material to.drop into the screening apertures 22.

Thereby the screening efficiency ofthe screening;surface 12 is enhanced. This effect
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of forming a ridgjs against which the material to be: screened has to abut is particularly

enhanced by the chevron-ljke: pattern in which the zig-zag ribs 14 are. arranged withiri;

the periphery of the panel and across: the, screening surfabe 12. This effectjs

maintained even in the event; ofIan bvereize.particle in the material being screened

becoming temporarily wedged \n\ a screening aperture.

. This results in further advantages of the panel 1^ invention

compared with the panels of the Applicant's South 88/8946. In the

latter panels, thezig-zag shaped ribs are orientated parallel tp the axis of the panel and •

in the direction of flow of material to be screened, along the panel. This results in the

material being funnelled alpng between the ribs, and impinging to a large extent on

those portions of the ribs where opposed ribs are closest to each other. This in turn

causing excessive wear of the ribs at those ppjnts, and premature, elongation or

deformation of the screening apejrtures to approximate a slotted configuration. This

decreases the screening accurapy of the Known panels; arid also decreases the

effective life of the known panel, ;lri the;panels 10 of the; invention, the orientation of

the sides 22,1 ofthe screening apertures 22 substantially transversely to the axis of the

panel, and also to the flow of material dpyvn the panel, means that the material being

screened impinges mostly oh the relatively sturdier and more wear-resistant sides 22.1 ;

of the apertures ?2,- thus reducing the tendency of the apertures 22 to elongate or:

deform. Thereby a truer aperturesize is maintaiFied^throughout the life of the panel 10./

This maintains thp screening efficiency of the panel 1 0, and thereby increases its

effective life compared to the aforementioned known panels. This can be further

enhanced by selebtior). of an appropriate hard wearing material. such as pplyurethane
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orrubbeir from which; the 'parielsJof:theJnye.ntion:'can be moulded, either by injection

moulding or pressure moulding.

It is a; still further advantage of the panel 1 0 according to the invention

that, due to the orientation of jthe sides . 22.1 of; the apertures 22 substantially

transversely to the flow of material down the. panel, particles of material ^re generally

not able to flow along the upper surfaces of the ribs and thereby pass over the panel,

as is the case with the known panel ofthe Applicant's South African patent no* 88/8946,

A yet further advantage of the panel 10 of the invention as shown in

Figure 1 of the drawings, is that, due to the sides 22.1 of the apertures 22 being

substantially parallel to the sides! 1 1 and 13 of the panel, and the sides 22.2 of the

apertures 22 being substantially parallel to the sides 15 and 17 of the panel, more

apertures 22 can be fitted into the ^screening surface 1 2, than is the case with the panel

of the Applicahfs; South African Raterit No. 88/8946. • This in turn allows for a greater

open area in the screening surface 12, and consequently greater screening efficiency.

Another advantage pfth^

of the ribs 14 can be: increased suth as to significantly increase the effective life of the

panel, without significantly sacrificing flexibility of the_ ribs. Also, in certain

embodiments of the known panel pf the Applicant's South.African Patent No. 88/8946

and its foreign counterparts, the^ ribs; are. supported by. supporting bridges which,

interconnect some of the ribs oh the surface opposite to tjne screening surface, So as. .

to prevent the screening aperturesftpm enlarging in use and thereby having a reduced
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screening efficiency. The presence of these.
.

supporting bridges (notvto be confused

with the bridging pieces 24 of the pano!-tP^the]n^ntion r .whiph interconnect ribs 14

in some places on the screeningi.suirface of the.p^nel 10) in the known.panels reduces

the open area of their screening surfaces, thereby:reducing their screening efficiency.

The absence of such supporting in the panel of. the, invention therefore

increases its screening efficiency when cornered to the known panel.

The aforegoing advantages apply equally to the panel 1 00 of the

invention as shown in. Figure 8 of the drawings. •

Thu?, the applicant believe? that the combined effepts of the reduction in

blinding of the panel,: as well as the enhanced screfening accuracy and efficiency, due

to the zig-zag configuration of the rite an* their spacing aind. positioning from each

other to define between ^m/fb^:ttf
(

.scrTOnfr^ apertures which have some sides

which are disposed transversely to the axis of the panel, and others which are aligned

with the axis, providea panel 1 0,100 which is Rartipuiarly advante^eous and effectived

The improved screening efficiejncy and longer effegtiye life of the panel according to

the invention results in a . substantial saying in costs to the user, as the cost is

calculated in terms of cost per ton:of material screened.
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CLAIMS

1. A screening .element whiph has a screening surface formed by a plurality . of

elongate rib$ extending within the periphery across the element, the ribs either

alternately changing direction or varying. in width along their length and being

resiliently deformable, the ribs being so orientated and spaced from each other

to define between them rows of screening apertures, such that the screening

apertures h^ve at least some, sides which are orientated substantially

transverselyito the axis of the screening elements.

2. A screening element as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said sides of the screening

apertures are orientated at an angle of from 65 6
to 125°, or from 245° to 305°,

to the axis of the screening element.

3. A screening element as claimed in claim. 1 or claim 2 wherein the ribs alternately

change direction by beingiof zig-zag configuration.

4. A screening element as claimed in claim 3 Wherein the zig-zag configuration of

. the ribs is angular so that :substantially rectangular-shaped apertures are

defined between the ribs, with opposed sides of the apertures being formed by

edges of the .ribs. .
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5. A screening- element as claimed in claim-4 wherein a pair of opposed sides of

each screening aperture is disposed substantially transversely to the axis of the

screening element.

6. A screening;element as claimed in claim 5 vvherein the apertures are square...

5 7. A screening element as clairpfed in any of the preceding claims .wherein the ribs

extend across the screeningsurface at an angle offrom 1 0 ° to 80° or from 280 °

to 350° to the axis ofthe screening
:

.element.

8. A screening element as claimed in any ofthe preceding claims wherein opposed

portions of adjacent ribs are alternately spaced at different distances from each

10 other, to thereby define between them the screening apertures.

9. A screening jelement as claimed in any of the preceding claims, which includes

a centrally disposed,[Straight rib exteh^ihg between axially opposed side

element; laterally opposed sides of the element interconnected and held in

laterally spaced relationship by the axially opposed sides of the element, such

15 that the . elenpeht is divided into two redangulariy shaped portions, th? ribs

: extending in a chevron-like.fashion withini the periphery of the element, one half

of the chevron extending across ea6h said portion and ending in the straight rib.

10. A screening element as claimed in claim 9 wherein the ribs forming one half of

the chevron extend across the screening surface at an angle of from 10° to 80°,
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and the ribs forming the other-half of the.chevron extend acrdss the screening,

surface at an angle of from 280° to 350 9
1 to the.axis of the screening element

A screeningielement as claimed in any of the preceding claims, which is a panel

having securing means adapted to secure the panel releasably in a side-by-side

relationship with similar panels oh a screen deck.

A screening^element as claimed in claim 1 1 wherein the panel and the ribs and

the securing means are of the same material and are unitary and in one piece.

A screening element as claimed in claim 12 wherein the securing means on the

screening psnel comprise a\pluralif^i.6f:(Mortnable spigot-like protrusions

spaced from; each other along the periphery of the panel.

A screening element as daimed in claim 13 wherein the protrusions are adapted

to fit in pairs with the protrusions of an adjacentsimilar panel in complementary

spaced apertures in ei support structure of a screen deck.

A screening element as claimed in claim 14 wherein the protrusions are half-

tubular so thkt when .such protrusions are fitted in pairs, in the apertures of the

support structure, the protrusions form tubular bores into which securing pins

may be fitted to spread, the protrusions to engage the support structure.

A screening .element as claimed in claim 14 wherein the protrusions are solid.
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17.. A screening element as claimed in any of the preceding, claims which is

reinforced by steel reinforcing bare embedded in the

18. A screenihgielement as claimed in any of the preceding claims wherein each.rib

tapers in the direction of the flow of material through the screening surface to

5. \ thereby define screening apertures which diverge in the direction of flow of

. material through the apertures. .

19. • A screening element as claimed in apy of the priding claims which is moulded

by injection moulding of polyuretharie or rubber.

20. A screening element, substantially as described and illustrated herein.

10 21. A screen deck including a : support structure and one or more . screening

'

. elements .asj claimed in any of the preceding claims, arranged on the support

structure;

22. A screen dedk, substantially as described and illustrated herein.
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